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Artist: Kashmir
Song: Rocket Brothers
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This version of the chords are without capo, and are in my own humble opinion
easier to play than with a capo in 2nd fret.

        01. ROCKET BROTHERS 05.27       

A                  F#m
I miss you so much boy
  E                F#       F#m
will we be coming on again
                      Bm     D
don t ever loose your ropes
                           A  E
this man is hanging by the ends
                  C#m    A      
I owe you so much time  
A                                D  D/C# Bm
yes you might say it isn t like that at all
              G
but now it s coming back to you 
            E7
these open moments that I blew  

                          C#m    D
rocket brothers crack and burst 
                            A      Bm
if they can t meet upon the verge
                          C#m    D
of breaking into separate parts 
                             A    E Em
that was not written in our cards
                        D        A
now you got someone to protect  
                    D        A
someone you cannot reject

                   F#m
I miss you so much boy
 E                       F#     F#m
but I was buried in the mines
                   Bm     D
I found it hard to stop
                          A     E



you found me very hard to find
                          C#m  A
but now that you ve made way
A                               D D/C# Bm
I d better tie together these ropes again
              G
and throw the times right back to you
             E             E7
and all the chances that I blew

                          C#m    D
rocket brothers crack and burst 
                            A      Bm
if they can t meet upon the verge       
                          C#m    D
of breaking into separate parts 
                             F#m    E
it was not written in our cards 

E7                           C#m   D
those rocket brothers on the verge      
                                     A     Bm
we should be careful  cause it could burst      
                       C#m    D
and we re not lonely anymore    
                  A    E   Em
lonely as we were before        
                              D        A
and now there is someone to protect     
                     D        A
someone you cannot reject       
                      D       A
something I will not neglect, No


